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Abstract
A study of the longest internal relaxation time
Ti of 8.42 x 106 Mk macromolecular polystyrene dissolved
in both toluene and cyclohexane was done through the use
of photon correlation spectroscopy from scattered laser
light.

The data obtained (autocorrelation functions)

were then analyzed by means of a multi-exponential fit
ting programme

(Discrete) on the Cyber 830 computer and

by a non-linear least squares program (NLLSQ) on an
Apple lie computer.

The exponential decay constants

derived from these fits were further used to obtain a
value of Ti in each solvent and also to find the power
relation between these decay constants and q, the magni
tude of the scattering wave vector.

The relaxation

time Ti , together with the q dependence of the decay
constant, was then compared to the predicted results
from the Rouse-Zimm bead-and-spring model of polymers as
well as other models and other researchers' published
results.
For polystyrene in cyclohexane, qi.se +-o.o 2 was
obtained with Ti = 343 //s.

The Ti result in cyclohexane

agrees well with the Zimm non-free draining model but
the predicted q3 dependence was not observed.
toluene, q3. ee +- o . 2 4

In

obtained with Ti = 215 /is.
iii

The

predicted q4 dependence agrees well with our result but
the expected value for Tx from theory of 1256 /is. was
not observed.
These results indicate that more work should be
done with shorter wavelengths to increase q and thereby
probe more extensively the intermediate scattering
region.
In addition, subsequent work by Mr. Johannes K.
Schaller and Dr. James C. Selser indicates that there is
a concentration dependence of Tl for toluene.

It is

therefore suggested to continue research on the concen
tration dependence of Ti as well.
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Introduction
The study of the basic properties of the dynamic
behavior of polymers in solution is very important with
respect to our understanding of macromolecules as a
whole.

In view of the explosive development of the

various uses of polymers for commercial products, the
economics of producing better products cheaper is imme
diately obvious. In addition, since the basic components
of life itself

(protein, DNA etc.) are composed of

polymers, basic understanding of their motions in solu
tion would again be beneficial.
The study of very large, linear molecules in solu
tion (such as the molecule used in this research, poly
styrene as in Figure 1) provides a unique opportunity to
study a constrained many-body problem.

If one repre

sents a dissolved linear chain molecule in solution by a
ball of entwined threads, then one can form a conceptual
picture as in Figure 2.

The polymer chain in this

figure tends to be randomly coiled into the form of a
ball.
This enwrapped molecule, since it is in solution,
can physically react to the random collisions of the

The macromolecule is refered to as atactic when the
benzene ring occurs randomly on either side of the
backbone of the polymer (lack of stereoregularity).
Figure 1.

Atactic Polystyrene

2

Linear, Random
Coil Polymer

Bead-and-Spring'
Representation

Figure 2.

Polystyrene in Solution

3

so1vent molecules.

The overall motion generated by

the forces due to these random collisions on the polymer
is most commonly known as Brownian motion.
If one considers each segment

(statistical length)

of the polymer chain as being composed of a ball and
spring (such as in the inset in Figure 2) then the
motions of this polymer in solution about its equili
brium configuration may be considered as being that of a
many-body model.
This model is most commonly known as the Rouse-Zimm
bead-and-spring model1 •2 and is the model by which the
polymer in solution will be represented.

Since the

internal forces for the polymer will be considered
primarily as Hookean, an analysis of the equation of
motion for this model should yield, a set of expressions
for the normal modes.

The topic of this research was to

primarily determine experimentally the longest wave
length or first internal mode of oscillation

(relaxation

time Ti ) .
The experimental method by which this mode was
studied was through photon correlation spectroscopy.
Through an analysis of the changes in scattered light
intensities at various angles with time, one may obtain
information about the motions of the polymer in solu
tion.3

These motions include the center-of-mass

translational motion as well as internal motions.

From the scattered light intensities one may ex
tract the required polymer motion information through
the use of an autocorrelator.

This device, when prop

erly set, is designed to detect similarities in the
scattered light signal intensity through the use of an
autocorrelation function.
A more specific description of the autocorrelation
function as well as a derivation of the Rouse model will
follow in the theory section.

A description of the

experimental procedure and set-up, as well as the numer
ical analysis of the data, will also follow in other
specified sections.

A comparison of our final results

to other groups' and existing theories will be found in
the concluding section.

6

Endnotes
1 Bruce J. Berne and Robert Pecora, Dynamic Light
Scattering With Applications To Chemistry. Biology
And Physics. lmt ed. (John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New
York, 1976), 30-33
2 Benjamin Chu, Laser Light Scattering.
Academic Press, New York, 1974), 236
3 Benjamin Chu, ibid., 226

ed . ,
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Theory
A linear, flexible, random coil macromolecule in
solution may be considered as a constrained many-body
problem in that the molecule may be viewed as being
composed of a series of beads and springs.

The beads

("bodies") represent the portion of the polymer atoms
that account for the scattering

(statistical length or

unit) and the springs the segments that constrain the
bodies tending to restore the configuration of the
polymer coil to equilibrium.
One way of detecting the motions of polymers in
solution is through Rayleigh
scattering.4

(quasi-elastic)

light

Highly coherent and monochromatic

(laser)

light incident with a wave-vector Ki upon a polymer
solution will be scattered through an angle $ with a
final wave-vector Kt .*
defined as q = Kr - Ki

If a scattering wave-vector is
(see Figure 3) and Ki ~ Kr

(quasi-elastic light scattering), then
q = 2Ki sin (0/2) = 47m sin (d/2)
Xo
where n is the index of refraction of the solution
solvent, Xo is the wavelength in vacuum and 6 is the

(1)

Scattering Region of the
Polymer in Solution

Figure 3.

Scattering Vector q
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9
scattering angle.

The magnitude of this scattering

vector is very important in the light scattering analy
sis of the motion of macromolecules.

For small angles

6, only the center-of-mass Brownian motion of the
polymer coil is detectable.6
Since changes in the scattered light are directly
attributable to polymer concentration fluctuations,7
the translational diffusion equation may be used to
determine the time development of these fluctuations.
For isotropic center-of-mass diffusion

(D a scalar),8

D V 2 C (r,t) = a c (r.t)
at
Upon taking the Fourier transform of equation

(2 )

(2) and

solving the resulting differential equation.

—Dq2 C (q, t) =

ac(q,t)
at
2

(3)

Cq (q, t) = Co (q,0) e-D<i ‘
where D is the translational diffusion coefficient, q
the magnitude of the scattering vector and C(q,t)

the

«qt h " Fourier component of the concentration fluctua
tions.
The different Fourier components of the scattered

light may then be experimentally determined by scanning
different q (i.e. through different scattering angles).
Since concentration fluctuations may be directly related
to the fluctuations in the scattered light

(E) field,

the motions of the polymer may be analyzed through the
scattered light from these motions by using autocorrela
tion

(ACF) functions.

By comparing a signal with itself

over a range of successive time shifts or delays, the
ACF may be used to extract the repetitive structure, if
any, of a given waveform.9

This may also be viewed as

how well the waveform compares or relates to itself over
time.
The ACF of a function f (t) is defined as
Jc+T
ACF = lim 1/T / f (t) f (t + r )dt
T— oo
Jt
where T is the total time of measurement and
sample or correlation time.

(4)

t

is the

It is important to note

that r measures time differences and not absolute time
t.
As an example of how to calculate an ACF consider
f (t) ■ sin (o>t) ,
-t+T
ACF = lim 1/T / ( (e1*9* - e"*9** ) (eim<t * T> T— oo
Jt
2i
2i
+

t

) dt

t+T
ACF * -1/4 lim l/Tu([e!i«'t ell“T - e"2 i9>* e"1U,T ] T-oo
t

11
t+T
_ £(ei(oT + e-itOT )t] )
t
t+T
t+T
ACF ■ -1/4 lim 1/T (21 [sin to (2t + r ) 1 - 2t cos (wt) )
T-*oo
t
t
The first term goes to zero in the limit of infini
tely long time T yielding the final solution
ACF = 1/2 cos

[(or)

,

thus revealing the repetitive "temporal structure" of
f (t) = sin (wt) through the frequency cj .
As another example, consider the measurement of
pressure on

the wall of a container due to a gas.10

pressure on

the wall is proportional to the total force

exerted on the wall by the gas molecules.

The

The origin of

this force is predominantly the dipole-dipole interac
tion between the gas molecules and the wall.
very short range force.

This is a

As the number of individual gas

molecules interacting with the wall fluctuates, the
pressure on the wall will also fluctuate.
Note the following figure to be an example of the
time behavior of the pressure on the wall of the con
tainer (Figure 4).

Over small time intervals t =

tj+i - tj the change in pressure is relatively small
(Pj “ Pj + i) .

However, as r is increased the pressures

at times tj+i and tj begin to more greatly deviate

Time Behavior of Pressure

Pressure P(t)

j+ 1

_ 1_

~c

1 J_L

0

tim e t

Figure 4.

Time Behavior of Pressure
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13
from each other until for large r the deviation Is
great.
One can therefore state that the pressures at tj
and tj+i for small r are highly correlated (related to
each other) and for large r uncorrelated.
The ACF for pressure may now be defined as the
following,
T
<P(t)P(t + r )> = lim 1/T
P(t)P(t + r) dt
T-»oo
•' 0

f

If r is small enough,11 then P(t)

P (t + r) and

<P(t)P(t + r) > ~ <P(t)2 > = Ql.
For large enough t ,12 P(t) will be totally inde
pendent of P (t + t) and
<P (t) P (t +

t

)> - <P (t) ><P (t +

t

)> = Q 2 .

To see which is the larger, Ql or Q2, first con
sider the integral as a series of integrals such that
T = nr where n is the integral number of intervals that
the total measurement time T is divided into,
n-1 -t+n
<P(t)P(t + r ) > = lim 1/nt E
/ Pj (t)Pj + i (t + r )dt
nT-*oo
j=1*' t
For small enough

t

, all Pj

> <P> will be paired

with Pj + i > <P> and all Pj less than <P> will be paired

14
with Pj+i < <P>, as can be seen from inspection of
Figure 4.

The result of this is that all of the inte

grals in the sum will be positive.
If

t

were large enough, however, then for some Pj >

<P> there could be paired Pj + i < <P> and vice-versa.
This would result in some of the integrals being nega
tive which would tend to reduce the sum.

One can then

conclude that for large and small r,
<P(t)2 > > <P(t)XP(t + r )>
which yields a monotonically decreasing curve as in
Figure 5.
If one waits for a long enough time the average
pressure will remain the same regardless of when the
measurement begins.

This is an example of a stationary

process which is independent of the starting time to and
would result in the following condition:

<P(0)2 > >

<P{0)>2 for to being zero.13
Another example of a stationary process is the
light scattered from the motions of random coil poly
mers in solution due to Brownian motion.14
at the fluctuations in the scattered light

If one looks
(due to

concentration fluctuations) at "sufficiently small"
angles

2
{6 " 20°) then the ACF will be of the form e-Dci *

and will contain information about the center-of-mass
translational diffusion coefficient, D, of the

t

(P(O)P(t ))

Pressure ACF Versus Delay Time

<P(0)>

Delay Time r

Figure 5.

Pressure ACF as a Function of r
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16
polymer.10

For larger angles, the ACF is no longer

approximated well by one decaying exponential, but by
two.16

While the first contains information about the

overall translational motion of the polymer, the second
exponential contains information pertaining to the
slowest internal motion of the polymer

(longest wave

length or breathing mode), t i .
This breathing mode may be considered as an over
all expansion and contraction of the polymer chain about
some equilibrium configuration.

The source of this

behavior is predominantly due to thermal fluctuations in
the solvent around and within the polymer coil.

Even

though these thermal fluctuations are random, being
related to Brownian motion, the response of the polymer
chain will have a characteristic overall response time
Tl . ti may be found from the longest wavelength mode
derived from a model representing the polymer in solu
tion as a series of polymer beads and springs interact
ing with the surrounding solvent.

One of these models

is the Rouse bead-and-spring model which will now be
presented in the following treatment.
To derive a theoretical expression for r 1 using the
Rouse bead-and-spring model,17 one begins with the
Langevin equation for the stochastic motion of the
random coil

(x-projection) ,

17
„2

(1 )

(2 )

<3 )

m dx = Px + fx + P*
dta

(5)

(_i >
where Fx = the damping force

L2 >
F» = the entroplc
L 3

(friction) = - ydx
dt_
(restoring) force = - a A x

>

Fx - the random force due to Brownian motion
1 -1 0 .
-1 2 - 1
0
0-1
2-1

x =

xo
XI

-1
-1

1

Xn

= the entroplc force constant = 3 Kb T

<12 >
< 12 >

the mean-squared segment length

7

the damping constant due to the solvent

n

the number of beads or statistical segments

Kb

T

Boltzmann1s constant
temperature in degrees Kelvin

The matrix A couples the x-component of neighbour
ing elements.

Similar equations may be formed for the y

and z-components.
The entroplc force constant a has the units of a
spring constant in that it is proportional to the energy
required to deform the polymer from its equilibrium
position per mean-squared length.
Since the work done was primarily involved with
measuring the longest wavelength mode, the internal

18
motions of the beads probed are relatively slow and the
term Involving the second derivative with respect to
time may be neglected.

The result of this simpli

fication is

<_3 )

=

_

ydx * Fx - a A*x.
dt

(6 )

From this approximation the Rouse model is ex
pected to hold only for long wavelength modes.
One technique that is often employed to help solve
coupled problems is to transform the positions of the
beads to a normal set of coordinates .1 8

This may be

done by expanding each position or xi in a Fourier
series in terms of these normal coordinates
xi = £ Qi k ui
i

(7)

1/2

where

Qi k = (2/n)

cos k 7r(i/n - 1/2)

for k = even

sin k 7r(i/n - 1/2)

for k *» odd

1/2

Qi k =

(2/n)

Since similar equations may be derived for yi and
—
—
—*
Zi , the new position vector may be defined as Uk * Uk ,
_y

_*

U k , Uk).

Upon substitution of equation

(7) into

(6 ),

Berne and Pecora 1 9 were able to obtain the equation of
motion in the transformed coordinate system as
yduk
dt

(j >
= BV (t) - 4<rsinz (k7r/2n)uk

(8)

19
Since we are looking at longest wavelength modes
(smallest k) and n » k r equation

(8 ) may be simplified by

using sin2 6 ■ 0 2 to
(_3 )

duk = l/y Fk - Uk/Tk

,

(9)

dt
2

Tk

= <1

2

> y (n/k 7T 1
3Kb T

If the temperature Is at the so called "theta"
temperature where the polymer Is just about to precipi
tate ,2 0

then the random coll segment distribution is

Gaussian in form .2 1

By using the Stokes-Einstein
2

equation, D = K BT/n7and R* = n<l2

for Gaussian

>/6

statistics of the random coil distribution, the relax
ation time of the k*h long wavelength mode becomes
2

2

Tk = 2R* / 7r2 k2 D

and

Ti

=

2 R8

/ 7T2D

(10)

The continuing solution of the new equation of
motion becomes rather involved so the interested
reader is referred to Berne and Fecora's book.

In

outline, the equation of motion may be solved by first
putting it in the form of a Fokker-Planck equation and
then solving the resulting probability distribution
function for U k .

The predicted electric field ACF

function for the light scattered from a polymer coil
represented by the bead-and-spring model may then be

20
determined by applying Green's theorem to the FokkerPlanck equation yielding the following,
( 11

|G (t)l = A<I> <E(t) E (t + T)>
(1)

— D q2 t

|G (t)| = A<I> (So (x) e

(11a)
— ( D q2 +

2 / Ti ) t.

+ S2 (x) e

+ . .. )

(lib)

where So (x) and Sa (x) are time independent coefficients
that are functions of the scattering angle

(or q ) , the

polymer molecular weight and the solution concentration.
A<I> is an instrumental constant including the quantum
efficiency of the detector, absorption and reflection
losses through the optical system, etc.

The square of

the product of q with the radius of gyration Rg of the
polymer, x = (qR* ) 2 , is a measure of the length probed,
As 2 n /q, by the light in terms of the size of the
polymer.

The square of the radius of gyration is def

ined as
2

Rg =

where n

2

T.m n
£mi

is the magnitude of the displacement vector

from the coil center-of-mass to the ith statistical
segment of molecular weight mi .
mi and n

However, since each

pair is difficult to measure, Rg is usually

determined via static light scattering through the use
of a Zimin plot .2 2
B.

This method is described in Appendix

Returning to the coefficients So (x) and S2 (x) from

21
(i )

equation

(11) , for x « l and So (x) »

S2 (x) , |G (t)| is

predicted to be a single exponential,
(1 >
|G (t)|

For 1 <~ x <~

6

2

» So (x) e-D<>

.

, two exponentials should best re-

(1 )

present

|G (t)| , and for x >

6

, it is expected that

three or more terms may be required .2 3
Note that in the preceding derivation of the ACF
function it was assumed that each macromolecule had
exactly the same size (R») and molecular weight as all
the others.

For a polydisperse polymer, the weight

averaged molecular weight2 4
_
Mh

is defined as
2

=

£Mi m / £ M i m

i

<12)

i

and the number averaged molecular weight2 0

is defined

as
Mn *

i

Mi / 5 3 m

(13)

1

The ratio of Mn/Mu is defined as the polydispersity
of the sample and is a measure of width of the distribu
tion of molecular weights .2 6

Since in the real world

there will always be a finite polydispersity for syn
thetic polymers, a better treatment should take this
into account.

Further impetus for this refined treat

ment is the possibility that values for internal modes

measured by light scattering may be strongly influenced
by polydispersity .2 7

•2 8

A modification of the preceding

analysis to include polydispersity now follows .2 9
again for x « l ,

Once

there should be only one decaying expo

nential or mode in the ACF function.

If Ti is defined

as the average decay constant for the first mode then
Ti =

<Ii > r 1 1
<Ii >

= Dq2

<Ii > » < II (C,Mn rq) >

(14a)
(14b)

where <Ii > is the average intensity scattered from the
i*h molecular weight polymer from the sample distri
bution, C is the polymer concentration in solution, Mn
is the polymer number averaged molecular weight and q is
the scattering parameter related to the scattering
angle.

If the sample were monodisperse then
|6 <»•> (t)|

= A<I> <E(t) E (0) > = A<I>e- flt

(15)

The absolute value was taken since in light scat
tering experiments a photomultiplier detector is used to
measure the scattered light intensity and there is no
phase information about the scattered light.
If there is polydispersity then

23
where f (ri ) * £<Ix><J(fx - Fix).

Note that there now

is a separate mode indexed by i for each molecular
weight.
Rewriting equation (16) and expanding the expo
nential in a Taylor series about f i ,

Ig 1>(t)f

=

A e- ■ v y 'f ; < i i >

^(ri

- r ii ) ti -

(ri

- f x i t

+

0

+ (Ti — r i i2ta + ...] drx
2!

(i7)

is obtained.
After expanding the expression, the linear term
vanishes

( -]>3 <Ix x > (fx x - l“x ) =
x
ing result for one mode

0

) leaving the follow-

( X )

|G (t)|

where

(i )
fi2 =

= A<I>e“ rl‘

(1 + U 2 ta + ...}
2!

(18)

<Ix>(l~xx - T x ) 2 /<I> is a measure of the

2

i

polydispersity.

Note that if all Txx =T x

(all macro-

(1 )

molecules have the same Dq2 ) then

(12

= 0 and equation

(18) reduces to equation (15) .
For x > “ 1 there should be two modes present.

If

the sample is monodisperse then
(1 )

|G (t)l = A<Ix>e" r^t + A<I2 >e-r2*
where p 2 = Tx

(19)

+ 2/rx = Dq2 + 2/tx as previously obtained

for the Rouse bead-and-spring model.

If once again
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there is polydispersity then
IG < 1 > (t)| = Aj]<Iii>e- ^
i

+ A£<Iia >e- r»i*
i

(20)

Now define the following decay averages
fi

= S * <Ii > T 11
<Ii i >

= Di q2

and

r2

= Y!i <Ia i >Tz i = Da q2 + <2/Ti >

(21 )

where Di = Da if polydisperse since they are averaged
with different weighting.

By again expanding through

a Taylor series, this time about f~i and f~ 2
(1 )

_

(1 )

|G (t)| - A<Ii >e~ ri‘

+ uz t2 ) +
2!

(1

(22 )

This function looks like Figure

6

.

If the proper measurement time

(tm.x) is chosen

(i )

such that tmmx * Ti then fizt2 /2 ! «
that term may be neglected.

1

for all t and

This is substantiated

through a cumulants analysis of the data (Appendix A)
(i)
where fiz has typical values of 5 x 104 for sample
(1 ) 2
times of 1.5 fis yielding fiz tm«*/2! ~ 10“ 4 . After
removing the center-*of-mass mode from equation (2 2 ) as
<i )
well as setting the fiz term equal to zero, one arrives
at the following expression;

020587, Theta = 100 Decrees

220 i

210-

200 -

190-

180-

170
0

.0001

.00005
Time t, sec.

Figure

6

.

Electric Field ACF
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A<Ii > + A<l2 > — IG< 1 > (t)|e rl* = A<I2 >(1 -

e-<M

- r2)t (i +

H(t)

■ IG* (0)1 -

<2>
^ ^ 1) = H(t)
2!

iGVt)! e ri*

(23a)

(23b)

Note that since all of the left hand terms in equation
(23a) may be experimentally determined, the numerical
fit now requires

only three fit parameters instead of

fiveas in equation

(22) .

This reduction allowed us to

focus on intracoil dynamic behavior and enabled the
curve fitting programme to both more efficiently and
accurately determine the best numerical fit to the
experimental data.

Various plots of H(t)

from the

experimental data may be found in Appendix C.
From equation
the data

(23) , IG< 1 > (t)| may be obtained from

(intensity ACF functions) by

IG(1> (t)l =

(G< 2 >(t)- baseline)1 / 2 ,

with

G<2 > (t) = <1 (t) I(0)>, the intensity ACF.

(24a)
(24b)

Equation (24a) is more commonly known as the Siegert relation .3 0
angle

|~i = Di q2 may be obtained from low

(single mode) measurements.

A<Ii > + A<l 2 > may be

obtained through fitting the first 10-15 points of
lG(1 > (t)|

by a non-linear least squares program to a

quadratic equation of the form
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|G(1 > (t)| = A<Ii> + A<l2 > - (A<Ii>ri
_2

_

+ A < I z > r 3 )t

+

(2 )

+ [A<Ii > r i + A<l2 > (r2 + yU2 )a ]t2
2
2
of which the intercept should yield A<Ii > +A<l2 >.

125)
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Apparatus
Optical System
A schematic of the experimental set-up, Including
the optical system ,3 1

may be found in Figure 7.

A

description of the set-up and the placement of the
components now follows.
There were two lasers used in this experiment, a
Krypton ion and an Argon ion laser.

By employing these

two lasers, the range of wavelengths used was from 6471
to 4579 Angstroms.
The output of the Krypton ion laser may be remotely
monitored by a Newport Research model 815 Power Meter
through the use of a beam splitter placed directly in
front of the laser head and stopping aperture.

This was

not required for the Argon ion laser in that the output
was monitored on a remote control unit, with the photo
detector located inside the laser head.
Neutral density filters were next used in the
optical path.

These filters were used to control the

intensity of the light going into the sample cell during
an experimental run.
Next in line is a polarization rotator that is set
so that the incident laser light is vertically pola
rized. In addition a polarizer is further used to insure
that the light is truly vertically polarized.
An aperture stop is now placed in front of the

NDF

L

PR

Thermostatted
Sample

Host

L: Lens
A: Aperture
P: Polarizer
An: Analyzer
PM: Photomultiplier
SF: Spatial Filter
BPF: Band Pass Filter
NDF: Neutral Density Filter
H e : Apple lie Computer

Figure 7.

Amp.Disc.

Laser Light Scattering System
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focusing lens in the optical train to prevent back and
forth reflections and to help insure that no reflections
from the surface of the lens may be reflected back into
the laser head. The focusing lens is used to focus the
laser light directly onto the sample cell

(the thermo-

statted sample cell will be discussed in detail later).
Another aperture stop is next found in front of the
collection lens.

This lens is so placed that its focal

point is located at the scattering region in the sample
cell.

In this way, the scattered light detected origi

nates in the center of the scattering volume.
Following this lens is an analyzer to insure that
the scattered light detected is also vertically pola
rized.

This W

scattering geometry is chosen so that

our results may be directly compared with theory ,3 2 and
to other groups, most of whom employ W

scattering in

their measurements.
Next is found a bandpass filter selected to pass
light at the laser line wavelength which further helps
to increase the signal to noise ratio of our data.
Following the bandpass filter is a spatial filter
which is placed such that only the scattered light
coming from the scattering volume in the sample cell
will be detected.

Since stray scattered light from the

other regions is rejected, the result is again an
increase in the signal to noise ratio of the data.
Lastly, an adjustable relay lens is placed in the
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photomultiplier assembly such that the scattered light
is focused onto the photocathode of the photomultiplier
tube.
Sample Cell Assembly
The sample cell assembly consists of a bakelite
insulating cylinder which permits the cylindrical sample
cell to be inserted through the top.

The cell rests in

a glycerin bath which acts as an index matching fluid to
reduce any reflections from the outside surface of the
cell.

These reflections may cause heterodyning with the

incoming light, distorting the ACF as well as creating
excessive stray light

("flare"), drastically degrading

the signal to noise of our data.
The temperature of the flow-through sample cell
assembly is controlled by a temperature controlled
circulating bath.

This device controls the temperature
o

of the sample cell to within about 0.01 C.

Monitoring

of this temperature at the sample is done by way of
inserting a calibrated probe thermistor along the sample
cell inside the index matching liquid.

From the prior

calibration of the resistance of the thermistor, the
temperature of the bath is monitored by measuring the
thermometer resistance using a digital multimeter.
Goniometer
The sample cell assembly forms the center part of
the goniometer.

A goniometer is a device in which a

series of optics may be placed upon a rotatable arm and
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rotated very accurately to various angles.

In this way

the detection optics may be manually placed at any angle
in the horizontal plane from 20 to 137 degrees with a
nominal accuracy of 0.05 degrees.

The scattered light

is then detected at various scattering angles

and

therefore at various q values.
Detector
The scattered light is detected by a photomulti
plier tube whose sensitivity reaches into the ultravio
let.

The photocathode of this tube has a very small

cross-section (14 mill diameter)

to help reduce the room

temperature dark counts to less than 1 per second.

Due

to the small photocathode area, the relay lens must be
employed to focus the scattered light onto the photo
cathode.

Once a signal is detected, it is sent by a

short, well shielded cable to the amplifier/discrimin
ator where it is converted to a logic pulse.

A train of

robust, noise insensitive logic pulses is then sent to
the autocorrelator.
Autocorrelator
The correlator employed is a digital high-speed
signal processor which calculates the autocorrelation
function of the pulse train signal in real time

(during

the experiment) and then displays it in graphical form
on a monitor.

The correlator used was a Brookhaven

Instruments model BI-2030 and may also be used to calcu
late cross-correlation functions or may be used as a

signal averager.

The correlator had 136 channels or

bins, of which the last
of the baseline.

8

are delayed for calculations

In addition to baseline calculations,

the average decay constant of one exponential and poly
dispersity of the sample, at low q (0 ), are calculated.
By monitoring the development of the autocorrelation
function on the monitor and the results of the method of
cumulants, one can evaluate the quality of the data
while the experiment is still in progress.
In principle, the digital autocorrelator works as
follows.

There are three registers which are chiefly

involved in generating an autocorrelation function: a
shift register, a parallel register and a buffer.
Consider the correlator to be set at a sample time of 1
microsecond and the shift register already filled.
After 1 microsecond, the photon counts are placed in the
first bin of the shift register and all other previous
counts are shifted over one bin (the original counts in
the last bin being lost) .

The photon counts in the

first bin are also placed in all the bins of the paral
lel register. Next, the product is taken of the contents
of corresponding bins in the shift and parallel regis
ters and placed in the appropriate bins in the buffer.
This forms the first 128 channel correlation function.
After the second microsecond, the process is repeated
and the buffer update results in a second 128 point
correlation function that is averaged with the first.
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By waiting for a long enough time, the correlation
functions will be "built-up enough" to yield an averaged
correlation function with good signal-to-noise in the
buffer.

Endnotes
The optical system was developed by Dr. Selser,
U.N.L.V.
Bruce J. Berne and Robert Pecora, Dynamic Light
Scattering With Applications To Chemistry. Biology And
Phvsics. l-t ed., (John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New
York, 1976), 30-33.
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Experimental Method and Analysis
Sample Preparation
The polymer used in these experiments was 8.42 x
106

molecular weight polystyrene with a polydispersity

of 1.17 manufactured by the Toya Soda Company, Inc.,
Tokyo, Japan.

Each sample was weighed on an electronic

balance to within 0.01 milligrams.

The samples are then

added to the solvent, Burdick and Jackson spectrophotometric grade (distilled in glass) cyclohexane or
toluene, to a solution volume of 25 or 50 ml.

Toluene

samples were prepared at 30° C while cyclohexane samples
were prepared at 50°C.

The sample flasks are then

placed in an oven and maintained at 50° C or 30° C,
occasionally being slowly swirled to aid in the dissol
ving of the polymer.

If instead the flasks had been

vigorously shaken there would have been danger of the
polymer chains breaking, resulting in both increased
polydispersity and changing molecular weight.
polymer was allowed one week to dissolve.

The

A summary of

the sample weights used for various experiments follows
on the next page.
Low Angle Measurements
In order to factor out the center-of-mass decay
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Table 1.

The following Is a list of the sample
weights used in this study. Uncertainty
in these values were typically +- 0 .0 2 mg.

Cyclohexane

Toluene

Nov. 21, 22

31.78 mg.

October 29

25.81 mg.

July 16, 17

12.98 mg.

Aug. 17, 18

14.44 mg.

February 5

25.76 mg.
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mode, one must measure the ACF function at low angle
(x <<1) .

In this regime only the center-of-mass motions

will be detectable and the ACF functions will be com
prised of only one exponential.
Also, the diffusion coefficient at infinite dilu
tion Do must be determined for the theoretical expres
sion to directly calculate Ti and to compare this
value of Do for the polystyrene solution with other
groups.

This is done to verify that the given M* by

the manufacturer was correct.

By determining D (C) at

a certain concentration from fi as obtained from the
cumulants analysis from the autocorrelator, a graph of
D (C) versus concentration C may be made.

The extrapo

lated intercept at zero concentration yields Do .
It is predicted that D (C) should vary linearly
C

with concentration by the form D (C) = Do (1 + Kd C) where
Do

is the diffusion coefficient at infinite dilution,

C

Kd is the polymer-polymer interaction parameter and C

is the polymer concentration in solution.

The interac-

c

tion parameter Kd is a measure of the influence of
the solvent and other polymers on the diffusion of any
given polymer coil.

Measurements of D (C) for

8

differ

ent concentrations of polystyrene in cyclohexane were
made on November 20 and 21, 1986.

These concentrations

varied from 0.583 mg./ml. to 0.032 mg./ml. at a tempera
ture of 35° C.
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After alignment of the optical system the goniome
ter was manually set at a scattering angle of 20 degrees
A neutral density filter was employed to prevent the
correlator from overflowing.
The correlator was then set at a sample time of 75
microseconds and the 128 ACF data points with the addi
tional 8 baseline ACF points were measured.
The criterion by which it is decided that enough
data has been taken to yield a high signal to noise
ratio is first done visually by inspecting the ACF
functions on the correlator monitor.

After the ACF's

have decayed by four e-folds (by a factor of (1/e)4 ) and
are smooth, it is judged that sufficient time has passed
collecting data.
A cumulants analysis is then performed on the data
and an independently calculated baseline is compared to
the measured baseline from the 8 delayed channels.

If

the difference is less than 0.1%, the set of data is
then accepted.

For a discussion of the cumulants analy

sis see Appendix A.
the first

The average decay constant Ti of

(center-of-mass or CM) decay mode

(exponen

tial) in addition to the ratio of its square to the
<i ) _ 2
polydispersity per time squared 6* » fiz / l“i is also
obtained.29
parameter.

This is more commonly termed the quality
Typical values of 6* are 0.05 +- 0.05.

measurements are repeated 8 times for each of the 8

The
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concentrations.
From the decay mode Ti

«* Di q2 at each concentra

tion, D(c) may be obtained.

A plot of D(C) versus C for

polystyrene in cyclohexane at 35° C may be seen in Figure
8.

A linear least squares fit of this straight line

yields
D » (4.53 +-0.02) x 10-8 -

(3.74 +- 0.54) xlO~6 C

in units of cm2 /sec with a correlation coefficient of
0.943.

The concentration C has units of g/ml.

Note that the correlation coefficient for lines
with small slopes is not very accurate since the expres
sion for determining the slope by least squares analysis
appears in the numerator of the expression for the
correlation coefficient.

It is therefore theoretically

possible that a perfectly straight line with zero slope
would have a correlation coefficient of zero.

This is

clearly misleading and indicates that caution should be
exercised when interpreting this statistic, as is the
case for the plot in Figure 8.
Comparison of our D (c) versus C curve for polyO
styrene in cyclohexane at 35 C (theta temperature)
compares very favorably with previous literature.
cifically, Jones and Carolline33 have obtained the
relation

Spe

Diff. Coef. vs. Concentration (Master Curves)
7.0
6 .6 -

Toluene (Oct. 29)
Cycl. (Nov. 20, 21)

6 .2 -

5 .8 5.4 5.0 4.2 3.83 .4 3.0
0.0

0.6

Figure 8.

1.2 1.8 2.4 3.0 3.6 4.2 4.8
Concentration m g./m l. x 0.1

D vs. C for Toluene and Cyclohexane

5.4

6.0
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-( 0 .808 +-0 .007 )
Do

* (1.4 +-0.2) x lO" 4 Mm

which for our polymer of Mw <=8.42 xlOB yields a value
of Do = 4.35 x 10“ 8 cm2 /sec.

Our value of 4.53 x 10“ 8

cm2 /sec Is only 4% higher than this.

King et al 3 4

obtained a value of 4.17 x 10“ 8 cm2 /sec for Do of a
polymer of the same size as our sample.

This value is

4% lower than ours so it can be seen that our value of
Do

in cyclohexane agrees well with what has been

previously found.
The negative slope as may be seen from Figure 8
C
indicates a poor solvent (Kd < 0). By poor solvent it
is meant that segments of the macromolecule are more
likely to stay near other segments rather than moving
towards solvent molecules.

The result of this is that

the polymer chain tends to contract.

However, since

cyclohexane is a theta solvent, the attraction of a
specific chain segment to the solvent is exactly bal
anced by its attraction to other chain segments result
ing in a Gaussian distributed cross-section of the
polymer as a whole.
In the case of a good solvent like toluene at 30°C,
the polymer segments tend to move more towards the
solvent molecules than other polymer segments.

This

results in a more swollen macromolecule with larger
hydrodynamic radius.
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C

The KdDo

(slope) as a result should tend to be

positive for a good solvent, as can be seen by the other
curve In Figure

8

.

It Is expected from theory that the

effect of solvent quality on Ti for good solvent will
differ from that of poor .3 8

In view of this it was

decided to use both solvents

(cyclohexane and toluene)

to attempt to measure this difference.
From a linear fit to the rising curve in Figure

8

the diffusion coefficient at zero concentration Do in
toluene at 30°C was 4.13 x 10" 8 cm2 /sec.

In comparison

with the results found by Appelt and Meyerhof3 6

(after

corrections for temperature and solvent viscosity dif
ferences)
_ -

Do

0 .0 5 7 7

= 4.22 x 10" 4 M*

cm2 /sec

which for our molecular weight of 8.42 x 10“ 6 yields a
value of Do » 4.26 x 10" 8 cm2 /sec.

This is only 3%

higher than our result, again being in excellent agree
ment with previous literature.
Since the hydrodynamic radius Rh is inversely
proportional to D, the lower Do for toluene indicates
a more swollen macromolecule in toluene than in cyclo
hexane.

The exact relation between Rh and D is the

Stokes-Einstein relation, Rh = K b T / 671770 Do , where K b is
Boltzmann's constant, T is the temperature of the sol
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vent in degrees Kelvin and 7}0 is the solvent viscosity
in Poise.
For cyclohexane with an r)a of 0.764 cP and a
0
temperature of 308 Kelvin, one obtains an Rh of 653 A.
This value is 1.7% lower than that found by Schmidt and
Burchard .3 7

For the polymer in toluene with a solvent

viscosity of 0.525 cP and a temperature
the Rh is 1024 A.

of 303 Kelvin

It can then be seen that the polymer

is larger in toluene than in cyclohexane by approxi
mately 40%.
From the agreement between our Do in both cyclohex
ane and toluene to the previous research of other
groups, we can confidently compare the values of D (C)
from the aforementioned curves to that of other low
angle measurements at specific concentrations.

In

this way we can verify whether Di (from f i = Di q2 ) has
been accurately determined or no t .
A least squares
master curve results

linear fit

for the cyclohexane

in

D (C) ■ (4.13 +- 0.05) x 10-® - (3.74 +- 0.54) x 10~9 C
and for the toluene master curve
D (C) * (4.54 +- 0.05) x 10~ 8 + (3.02 +- 0.41) x 10"8 C.
Comparison between the D(C) results from the vari
ous dates low angle measurements and the interpolated

master curve values for cyclohexane and toluene results
may be found in Table 2 on the next page.

From the low

percent differences between the low angle measurements
of D(C) and the master curve results for both toluene
and cylcohexane, it was concluded that the determina
tions of D (C) were accurate and could be used in the
high angle studies with confidence.

Upon having

determined T 1 , the next higher mode P 2 containing
information about the first relaxation mode may now be
found through analyzing data taken at a series of higher
angles.
Multi-Angle Measurements
By "high" angle measurements it is meant that
scattering at angles for 40 to 120 degrees
3.6 x 103 ) will be measured.

(q = 1.7 to

The higher the scattering

angle, the more contributions from the internal modes
will be observed relative to the first
mode in the ACF .3 8

(center-of-mass)

For a more complete discussion of

this please refer back to equation lib on page

2 0

.

For both of the cases, for the polymer in toluene
or cyclohexane, the correlator was set at a sample time
of 1.5 fts for each of the different measurements at
different angles.

The nine angles used ranged from 40

to 120 degrees by increments of 10 degrees.

The data

from each ACF run or trial at a specific angle was sent
from the correlator to an Apple lie computer or sent via
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Table 2.

A comparison of the experimental values of
D(C) to the Interpolated values from the
calibration curves (master curves) for the
polymer in each solvent is presented.

Comparison Of D(C) With The Master Curve

Date

Solvent

1% Difference!

February 5

Cyc1ohexane

3

July 16

Cyclohexane

3

July 17

Cyclohexane

1

August 17

Toluene

0.4

August 18

Toluene

1
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Hayes micromodem to the UNLV host Cyber 830 computer.
The criterion for "sufficiently" good data during a
specific run was determined through two means.

First,

by a visual inspection of the S/N of the decaying ACF
(reduced approximately by a factor of

(1 /e)4 ) and second

by comparing the measured baseline

delayed correlator

(8

channels) to the calculated baseline.
baseline was within

0

If the measured

.1 % of the calculated baseline,

then the data was accepted.

This criterion was achieved

for a vast majority of all measurements.

Dust contami

nation was most likely the source of the occasional
discrepancy between the baselines as the integrity of
the polymer was well supported by the excellent agree
ment with the diffusion coefficient Do and the master
curve interpolated values.

In view of this, it can also

be concluded that ultra-centrifugation is not required
as the technique to remove "dust" while carefully fil
tering does work well, at least for this polymer.
Each of the nine series of scattering angles for
both good and poor solvent solutions were repeated
thrice with two different wavelengths; 5145
4579

A.

A

and

Since the scattering vector q is a function

of inverse wavelength, we could essentially double our
data for the specified range of angles.

Also, in going

to a shorter wavelength we could extend the range of the
x parameter to x~32, considerably farther than most

researchers to date.

This is important in that the

effect of higher modes may be observed, although all of
our fits were originally designed to only include the
longest wavelength mode.
In the next section the numerical analysis of the
data obtained at the higher angles to evaluate the q
dependence of the ACF decay constant for the internal
modes as well as the interpolated value of the relax
ation time of the first internal mode will be discussed.
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Numerical Analysis
In order to reduce the number of fit parameters
in equation (23) to extract r 2 - Ti

(which contains

information about Ti and the q dependence of the ACF)
more easily, the amplitudes A<Ii > + A<l 2 > may be
determined by fitting the ACF by an equation of the form
as in equation (25) in the theory section by a least
squares quadratic fit.
By fitting the first ten to fifteen points of
IG*1 ' (t)l versus time from the data collected from the
autocorrelator, the weighted average of the intercepts
of the six fits should yield the value of A<Ii > + A<l2 >.
The weighting was done with the correlation coefficients
for each quadratic fit.

Typical values of the average

uncertainty in the intercept from the fits is 0.5% and
values of the correlation coefficient were consistently
at or above 0.99.

From this one can see that a qua

dratic fit for the first ten to fifteen points of the
electric field ACF

(IG<1 > (t)I ) yields reliable values

for the intercept, A<Ii > +A<l2 >.
Upon forming the product of the reciprocal of the
T 1

the first mode e

1

(from low angle measurements) with

|G<X > (t)| and subtracting from Ai <Ii > + A2 <l2 >, one can
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fit the following function to yield
Hit) = A<Ii >+ A<Iz> — IG(11 (t)| e ^
r

r

■ A<Iz > [1 - e- <'a - ri >‘
By the

use of

program run

NLLSQ 1.4, a nonlinear least squares

on the Apple lie, it was attempted to fit

the above function.

When this was done, inconsistent

and even negative values of
(2 )
/is is

Since

(a)

(1 + us t2 ) ]
2

(2 )
fis

were obtained.

Since

related to the polydispersity of the sample

by
(2 )

us

=

£ < i i >2

i

in

- r2)2

/ < i >2

(26)

(2 )
it is clearly impossible for u 2 to be negative.
In view of this, it was assumed that the function
(2 >
U2 ~

0

and the simpler function of
Hit) = A<I2 > ( l - e - < fz -

was attempted.

Fl >* )

(27)

The multi-exponential program Discrete

was also employed to fit this function since the program
employs a much more sophisticated algorithm to determine
convergence to a solution than NLLSQ 1.4. The program
Discrete was also run on the Cyber 830, which was much
faster than the Apple lie.
Unfortunately, since Discrete fits only
exponentials, equation

(27) had to be

aseries of

fit in the form
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- ( ?2 - ri >t
H(t) = Ci - Cz e
Ideally, Ci = -Cz = A<Ia > from the fit so that this
would be an additional test of the validity of the
function.
For the data from cyclohexane for the date of
February 5 , percent differences between Ci and -Cz were
not larger than 5% and were typically lower than this.
For the dates July 1 6 , 17 the percent differences were
lower than 3%.
For the polymer in toluene, the percent differences
between Ci and -Cz were below 2%.

Thus it can be seen

that from comparing Ci and -Cz in both toluene and
cyclohexane that the fitting function is most likely the
correct one, at least in terms of the coefficients.
By using the average of Ci and -Cz and T2 — l~i from
the fit by Discrete, the quality of the fit at various
angles may be ascertained graphically from the plots of
the data in Appendix C.

As can be seen, the different

fits to the data worked well throughout the range of
data from 40°

to 120° with the exception of an

anomalously bad fit at 50° .

The fit for this angle

appears to be too low (A<Iz > is too low), decaying more
rapidly than the data.

At all of the other angles all

of the fits fall near the noise level of the data.
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Typical standard deviations of the various fits were
near

0

.2 , again indicating good fits.

The above analysis was repeated for both cyclo
hexane and toluene with NLLSQ 1.4 as a test of the
program Discrete.

Values of A<Ii > + A<l2 > and T 2 — fi

typically agreed to within +-5% between Discrete and
NLLSQ 1.4.

In addition, both programs were exten

sively tested with synthetic data including noise
(+-{|G(1) (t)| )-«•“ added or subtracted depending on the
results of a random number generator).

Both programs

correctly fit the test function, the program Discrete to
within 5% and NLLSQ 1.4 to within 7%.

In view of the

greater accuracy of the results from Discrete, these
were the values further used in the analysis to deter
mine T 1 .
From the decay parametersI 2 — ji

from the fits at

various angles (or scattering vector amplitudes q),
the longest internal mode relaxation time may be deter
mined.

Recalling that Ti

= Di q8 and f 2

= D2 q2 + 2 /n

one can form the difference

r 2 — f1 =

(D2 —Di ) q2 + 2/ T i

.

This difference will henceforth be termed Delta Gamma.
Since these fits were made with the approximation of
negligible polydispersity, D2 ~ Di results in Vz -Pi =
2/Ti.

This would be true only if the first two modes
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alone were observed at all measured values of q (angle).
However, as the scattering angle Increases
creases) , higher modes than the first two

(q In
(|~3

,Hi , etc.)

begin to become significant and can no longer be
neglected.
Since Discrete was used only to determine the
additional decay of the ACF not due to Ti , the exper
imental values of Vz are really weighted average decay
constants due to all of the decay modes.

The weighting

is due to the differing amounts of light scattering
intensity from each mode.

Fortunately, all modes l~n

contain the center-of-mass term Dn q2 which for very low
polydispersity results in Dn

Di for all modes .3 9

The light scattering intensities decrease rapidly
with each successive mode at a specific angle and x .40
In view of this l"a may be rewritten as 5

= Da q2 +2/Ti

+

Aqn where the last term is a collective term of all
higher modes than T a , having an average qn dependence
and average amplitude A.
The effect of modifying Ta upon Delta Gamma is that
there is now q dependence even with zero polydispersity
l"a — H. = 2 + Aqn
Ti
From this equation for Delta Gamma it can be seen
that if the proper q dependence

(n) is chosen, a plot of
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Delta Gamma versus qn should yield the proper fit.

The

y-intercept from the fitting curve would also yield
2/Ti .

Several different powers were chosen (n = 2, 3, 4)
to fit the data.

For the polymer in cyclohexane it was

found that a best fit was obtained for q2 dependence
(see Figure 9).

Ideally, there should be only one curve

to represent the data taken on Feb. 5 and July 16, 17.
However, since the quality of the data for Feb. 5 is
much better than for that of July 16, 17 (as is evi
denced by the smaller amount of scatter in the data and
smaller error bars), separate curves were plotted for
each data set.
The plot for Feb. 5 had the best fitting equation
of
Ta - Ti = (5870 +- 240) + (621 +- 43) x 1010q2
with a correlation coefficient of 0.99.

The y-intercept

of this curve yields a value of 341 +- 14/us for Ti .

The

results from the July 16, 17 plot yield a value of 348
+- 29 /us for Ti with the equation of the curve being
r2 - Ti = (5755 +- 482) +

(463 +- 73) x 1010 q2

with a correlation coefficient of 0.91.

Clearly the fit

for the set of data from July 16, 17 are not as good as
for Feb. 5.

The y-intercepts do, however, agree very

p

Ar versus q in Cyclohexane

Ar x 10J l/s e c .

15.0

12 .0

"

10.5-9.0-7.5-Feb. 5
July 16, 17

6.0
4.5-1.5

3.0

4.5

6.0

7.5

9.0

x 1 0 1/ cm^.

Figure 9.
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Delta Gamma vs a For Cyclohexane
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closely.
The weighted average of r 1 using the fit uncertain
ties yields a mean value of 343 jus.

The value as pre

dicted by the Zimin model with pre-averaged hydrodynamic
interactions

(the influence of one coil segment upon

another via the solvent)

is 228 fia and without is 473/zs.

These values are 28% lower and 49% higher respectively,
fairly well bracketing our result.

In addition it is

predicted that for a polymer in poor solvent the decay
modes of the ACF should exhibit q3 dependence.41

By a

poor, non-free draining solvent it is meant that within
the polymer coil the solvent is not free to stream
through the polymer chain and as a result moves with the
macromolecule throughout the solvent.

This is not what

we have found; we obtained qa dependence.
For the polymer in toluene from the dates Aug. 17,
18 (see Figure 10) , q4 dependence has been determined
(although q3 dependence is nearly as good a fit in
relation to the similar values for the correlation
coefficients for each plot) .

From the plot in Figure

10;
r2 - Ti = (9298 +- 134) + (51.9 +- 2.4) x 1020q4
with a correlation coefficient of 0.986.

The y-inter

cept from this fit gives a value of 215 fia for Ti .
The prediction for the Rouse bead-and-spring model

Ar versus q4 in Toluene
19.0

Ar x 10J

1/ sec.

1 7 .0 1 5 .0 -

11 .0

-

Aug. 17, 18

9.0 —
7 .0 5.0
20

40

80

60

100

120

140

q4 x 1020 1 /c m 4

Figure 10.

Delta Gamma vs. cr* For Toluene
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is for q4 dependence and a value of 1256 fiB for Ti .
Clearly this is consistent with our q4 results as would
be expected since toluene is a good solvent

(free drain

ing) and Rouse's model applies to good solvents.

For

good solvents with free draining the solvent molecules
are able to pass through the polymer coil and are not
restricted to move with the polymer through the sur
rounding solvent molecules as for non-free draining.
Our t i value of 215 n s is not consistent with this
model, however.
As a check on the g dependence in the two solvents
(q2 and q4 ), ln-ln plots were made.

More specifically,

In (4T - 2/ Ti ) versus In (q) plots were made for each set
of data using the values of 2/ti
fits.

as obtained from the

The slope of such a graph should yield the q

dependence.
For the ln-ln plot for Feb. 5 (see Figure 11) , a
slope of 1.95 +- 0.11 was obtained from a straight line
curve with a correlation coefficient of 0.993.

A simi

lar plot for July 16, 17 (see Figure 12) yielded a slope
of 1.98 +- 0.3 with a correlation coefficient of 0.918.
From these plots a weighted average slope of 1.96 +- .02
is obtained.
A similar ln-ln plot was made for the toluene data.
Using the 2/Ti value from the q4 curves intercept, a
straight line was obtained with a slope of 3.86 +- .24

P o ly sty r e n e in C yclohexane: Feb. 5
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In (Ar - 5870)
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Figure 11.

Ln Plot For Cyclohexane
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(February 5)

P o ly sty r e n e in C yclohexane: July 16, 17
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(July 16, 17j

P o ly sty re n e in Toluene: Aug. 17, 18 (q^)
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Figure 13.

Ln Plot For Toluene (August 17. 18)
Using The g4 Plot Value of Ti
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13.0
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and a correlation coefficient of 0.983

(see Figure 13).

If the value of 2/ Ti was used from the q3 plot, a
slope of 2.4 is obtained with a correlation coefficient
of 0.956.

As can be seen from Figure 14, there is much

more scatter in the data for this curve than for that
from the q4 plot.
In consideration of the much better straight line
fit of the ln-ln plot using the intercept from the q4
curve, the most likely q dependence of the ACF in
toluene is q3 •8 6 or rounded off to an integer, q4 .

Q

P o ly sty r e n e in Toluene: Aug. 17, 18 (qJ )

9 .5 8 .5 7.56.55.54.5 4

-

^
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1 1. 8
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12.6

12.8
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Figure 14.

Ln Plot For Toluene (August 17, 181
Using The a3 Plot Value of Ti
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Discussion of Results
In summary our results for n

and the q dependence

in toluene and cyclohexane may be found in Table 3.
In comparing our results in cyclohexane and toluene
to other groups, one finds a wide variation in published
findings for both good and poor solvents.
Most theoretical papers dealing with the q depen
dence of the ACF modes also have variation, depending
upon the conditions set for the specific model used.
P.G. de Gennes and Dubois-Violette43 have found
that for poor solvents there should be q3 dependence.
If the further condition that the solvent molecules can
not occupy the same space as polymer segments is applied
(excluded volume) then the dependence becomes q8/3 .
In perfectly good solvents where there are no
hydrodynamic interactions, P.G. de Gennes has found that
there should be q4 dependence

(Rouse limit),44 By

hydrodynamic interactions it is meant that;
a)

the motion of a polymer segment relative to the
solvent creates a backflow which reacts on
other segments,

b)

there is direct friction between segments of
the polymer chain.
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Table 3. The following is a summary of our experimental
results in comparison to various Rouse-Zimm
models. The results for cyclohexane are
compared to both the non-free-draining model
with and without pre-averaged hydrodynamic
interactions.42 The free-draining model
without hydrodynamic interactions is compared
to the result in toluene.

Cyclohexane
Ti .xP .
Tl

228 fis

RZ

without pre-av.
hydr. inter.
Ti

1256 /us

RZ

pre-averaged
hydr. inter.
Tl

343 /us

Toluene

473 fis

R

without hydro.
inter.
qn dependence
(experimental)

215 fis

ql .96

q3 86

Silbey and Deutch40 have also analyzed the g
dependence In perfectly poor solvents with excluded
volume and have determined a q1®/® dependence.

They

further state in their paper that they believe that the
difference between q3 and q* will not be experimentally
dramatic.

This is in general what we have observed in a

good solvent

(toluene) in that the differences in the

qualities of the two fits, q3 and q4 , were slight.

Note

that q3 and q4 dependences are limiting cases for
perfectly non-free-draining and perfectly free-draining.
Any dependence between q3 and q* should therefore be
termed "partially" free-draining.
Saleh and Hendrix46 have numerically tested the
bead and spring model with no hydrodynamic interactions
and with the inclusion of polydispersity.

They have

found that there should be q4 dependence for perfectly
free-draining and that the effect of polydispersity
on the extraction of Ti is negligible.

In their

studies, for Mn/M« = 1.67 they found a 7% discrepancy
between T l from among the polydisperse model and the
monodisperse model at an angle such that x = 30.

For

lower angles, the discrepancy was found to be even less.
This further supports our assertion that the
(1 )
(2 )
approximations of Dn = Di ,//2 = 0 and fi2 = 0 were valid
in the numerical analysis of the data.
Jones and Caroline47 have experimentally studied
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polystyrene ln cyclohexane at 35°C and have found for
the molecular dependence of Ti
1.42

+-

0.09

Tl = (7.7 +- 0.3) x 10-8
For our polymer this turns out to be 525 fis; this
is 53% higher than our results.
The range of angles used were only up to x <= 3, a
very limited range.

This was done to reduce the effect

of higher modes than V* •

For this range, they found

that Delta Gamma is independent of q2 .
The data obtained through these different angles
was fit to a four parameter fit of the form
g( 2 > (t) s l + e-2D'>2t

(a + b e~rit)2 + 6

where g<2) (t) is the normalized intensity ACF, a, b and
6 are constants.
for x « l .

D was previously determined from [*i

Furthermore,

was arbitrarily adjusted to

improve the quality of the fit
at best).

(a questionable procedure

The data collected for this fit was from a 48

channel correlator, with roughly 1/3 the capacity of our
correlator.
Another group, Hendrix, Saleh, Gnadig and Maeyer48
has also looked at polystyrene in cyclohexane at 35° C
and in toluene.

They have found that Ti agrees well

with the NFD (non— free-draining) model although the
numerical value of Ti is not stated in the paper.

The
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numerical analysis appears to be similar to ours.

They

do find q2 dependence in the data from a plot of 1/Ti
vs. sin20/2

(where it is assumed that there is only one

internal mode present) for small x but their curve
flattens out at higher values of x.

It is not stated

what they mean by small x, although usually this means
that x<2.
From the analysis in toluene it was found that Ti
was 0.4 times lower than predicted by the FD model and
that the q dependence was greater than q2 .

Our value of

Ti by comparison is 0.17 times that predicted by the FD
model.

The exact value of the q dependence was not

stated in the paper, however.
Wu-Nan Huang and J.E. Frederick49 have looked at a
high molecular weight

(27.3 x 10s ) polystyrene in both

cyclohexane and 2-butanone, a marginal solvent.

The

intensity ACF's that they obtained through homodyne
light scattering were analyzed by a three exponential
fit,
C (t) = A2 e-2D<i2t + B2 ei_2<«i2D + 2/T1 >‘ i +
+2ABe" <2o2 D + 2 /T1 >*
where A is the intensity of the translational component
and B is the intensity due to the first internal mode.
Upon extracting Ti

from the above fit for data from

2-butanone and cyclohexane, they have also found that Ti
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in 2-butanone is lower than in cyclohexane.
In extracting Ti directly from the fit at various
angles and averaging the value obtained, no explicit
analysis to determine the specific q dependence is
mentioned.

However, they have observed higher q depen

dence than q2 for 1 <= x <= 6.
McAdam and King90 have also looked at the polymer
in both cyclohexane

(a poor solvent) and 2-butanone

marginally good solvent).

(a

After obtaining the intensity

ACF's from homodyne light scattering, the data was
analyzed by a similar fit to the function C(t) as by
Wu-Nan Huang and Frederick
C (t) = A2e"2D<i2t

+ 2ABe~<2«2D + 2/Ti >fc

where the term with the coefficient B2 in the previous
analysis has now been considered to be negligible in
that A > B for the range of angles McAdam and King had
chosen.
For a polymer of the same molecular weight M* as
ours, they have found that in cyclohexane Tl is 300 /is
and in 2-butanone Ti is 258 //s.

It can be seen that

their value of Ti is 13% lower than ours in cyclohexane
and the trend to lower relaxation times in good solvents
than poor is observed.

They do not discuss the q depen

dence of their data, however.
A different method of analysis has been employed by

Nemoto, Makita, Tsunashima and Kurata01 in determining
the different modes.

By employing a histogram method

they have been able to identify the two different decay
modes (translational and longest wavelength mode)
polystyrene in benzene (a good solvent).

for

For an expla

nation of the histogram method the interested reader is
referred to the paper by the above authors
is listed as number 51 in the endnotes).

(the source
In subsequent

analysis using the values of f~2 as obtained from the
above analysis they have found that r 1 conforms well to
the NFD model and q3 dependence was observed in the
second decay mode.

This is typical of poor solvents and

is inconsistent with the solvent quality of benzene.
Furthermore, there is still some question as to the
validity of the histogram method of analysis.
In view of the experimental results of others, our
value of Ti in cyclohexane agrees reasonably well with
other groups in conforming to the predictions of the
Rouse-Zimm non-free-draining bead and spring model.
However, our q1 *96 dependence is lower than predicted by
the NFD theory

(q3 ) or of that obtained by other groups.

The tendency of Ti to be lower in a good solvent
than in a poor one is supported by two other groups that
I am aware of, McAdam and King52 and Huang and
Frederick.53
Our results in toluene of the q3*«® dependence
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agrees well with the FD model In theory.

Other groups

have obtained mostly q3 dependence In toluene and other
good solvents, although there appears to be a general
lack of confidence in interpretation of the results from
both high angle and high x.
Since the results we have obtained in toluene tends
to disagree with most other groups using different
methods of analysis, it will be important to see if
other groups, in using our method of analysis, can
obtain results consistent with ours.
As for the results in cyclohexane, I believe that
Ti has been determined accurately but the g dependence
still requires further work (possibly by extending the x
range through the use of shorter wavelengths such as
ultra-violet).
that

Ti

There also appears to be a possibility

may be concentration dependant.

If q2 depen

dence holds, then the q3 dependence for NFD will have to
be reevaluated.
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Appendix A: Method Of Cumulants54-58
To measure the average, width and skewness of a
molecular weight distribution (quasi-exponential ACF) ,
the method of cumulants as devised by Koppel et al
(1972) may be employed.
If one measures the ACF for low q ((qRg)2 <1) then
the resulting ACF should be well fit by a single expo
nential.

By first normalizing the ACF one obtains
N (q, t)

(30)
i

Then by taking the ln of N(q,t) and expanding in
a Taylor series
In (N (q, t) ) = 1 - Kit + K2 t2 - + ...
2!

(31)

where Kn = [(-l)n dn /dtn ln (N (q, t) ) ]t = o is the nth cumulant of the normalized ACF, Ki = <q2 D> = f and K2 =
< (q2 D - <q2D>)2 > which is a measure of the variance
(width) of the distribution of f~ due to polydispersity.
Another approach, devised by Pusey et al
though less rigorous, is simpler.

(1972),

If one first defines

for a polydisperse solution the exponential distribu
tion,
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|g<1 > (r)| = j f g ( D e - rT dr

and

j j g (D dl" = 1

(32)

where g ( H d r is the fraction of the total normalized
and integrated intensity of scattered light by the
portion of molecules which obey Ti

= Di q2 within the

increment dT.

from the exponen

Then factoring e-rx

tial and expanding the remainder by way of a Taylor
series about the factored term e_rT

e-rT

= e-fT ( i - ( r - f )

+ (r - r )2-+
2!

... j

This results in
|g( i)

(t)|

= e_rT

(1 + U2 T 2 - U3 t 3 - +- ...)
where
2!
3!
oo
_
_00
_
(r - r)2 g ( D d r and
U3 = / (T - f )3 g (D dr,
Jo

/
ui = 0.

(33)

Upon taking the ln

of the righthand side with ln (1

+

x) being x - x2 /2! +- ...
ln[| g(1 > (t) | ] =

To find T

-fr + 1 (ua )(Pr)2- 1 (ua ) (fr)2
2 !r 2
3! r 3

.

(34)

from the first derivative with respect

to r, take the limit as r goes to zero.
lim d l n [|g(1 > (t)|] = - T
r— o dr

(35)
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To derive U 2 , take the limit of the second deriv
ative,
lim di. ln[|g<1> (r)|] ■ U2
r-o dr2
If

a graph is

derivative of

made from the data by plotting the first
the ln [|g<11 (r)| ]versus t then the

y-intercept should yield and the slope U 2

(please refer

to Figure 15).
Another parameter is called the quality parameter
<5= = U2_ = [ (D2 )z - (Dz )2 1

f2

.

(D* )2

is the number averaged normalized variance of the
diffusion distribution and along with t h e F 2 is the
information supplied by the correlator through the
method of cumulants.
then,

If the sample were monodisperse

(D2 )* ■ (Dz)2 and dz = 0 .

Hence dz is another

relative measure of the polydispersity of the sample.
(z >
To obtain fiz (the polydispersity due to the
distribution in the longest wavelength mode) by the
method of cumulants, one would have to go to higher q
(multi-exponential ACF).

However, the different moments

obtained are very sensitive to the fitting function
and yielded inconsistent results.

The method of
(2 )

cumulants was therefore not used to obtain fiz .

Method of Cumulants

0-

slope = /j-2
y -in tcp . = —r

r seconds

Figure 15.

Method of Cumulants
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Appendix B: Zimm Plot86
To determine the weight averaged molecular weight
and the radius of gyration R* of a macromolecule
through static or time-averaged light scattering data,
a Zimm plot is often employed.

Note that we have not

in fact done this analysis, since other groups have
made these measurements extensively.
The Zimm plot makes use of the function
2

lim Kc_ ■ i (1 + 167T2 Rg sin2 9/2 + .. .)
c-*0 Re
Mk
3A2
where c is the weight concentration and Re is the
reduced scattering intensity per unit volume of the
scatterer.
Re »
Io

More specifically
Iar2
and
(1 + cos29)

Ie = Io 87T<ct2 (1 + cos20)
A4 r2

(38)

with Ie being the intensity of scattered light at the
angle 6 and distance r from a small
and

Io

the intensity atzero angle.

isotropic scatterer
A

is the wavelength

of the laser light in the solvent and a is the excess
polarization of the polymer due to the incident light
field over the solute.

Even though it is impossible to
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directly measure a, it may be determined using the
theoretical expression ct = n» M4n/2L4c where L is
Avogadro's number, n» is the solvent index of refrac
tion, n is the solution index of refraction and M is the
molecular weight.

The fact that at very dilute concen

trations n is only a very weak function of concentration
is the source of the approximation that dn/dc ~ An/Ac.
It so happens that if the macromolecules are small
compared to A then Re
measuring Ig and

Io

becomes independent of angle.

at ninety degrees, R

Rayleigh ratio Re = Rao =

By

becomes the

I s o r 2 /Io .

The optical constant Kc is comprised of experimen
tally measurable parameters and is a function of the
change in the solution index of refraction with
changing polymer concentration.

More specifically, Kc

2

is related to n by Kc = 27T2 n» [An/Ac)2 /LA.
4.

Upon

substitution of Ke into equation (38) ,
2

2

lim 27r2 no (n-no )2 (Io/Iao) = 1 (1 + 167T2 R, sin2 6/2)
o-O
c2 LA4 r2
M*
3A2
If n,n»

,Io

(40)

,Iao ,r are measured for a set of data

with various c at set angles and various angles at set
concentrations then a plot of Kc/Re versus sin2 9/2 would
yield a Zimm plot

(see Figure 16).

the zero concentration

By extrapolating to

(c=0) and zero angle

(0=0) lines,

the resulting y-intercept would yield the reciprocal

c / R

weight averaged molecular weight

(M») of the polymer and

the slope of the zero concentration line
would yield the radius of gyration, R* .

(167T2 Rg/3X2 )
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Endnotes
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Alfred Rudin, The Elements of Polymer Science And
Engineering. lat ed. (Academic Press, Inc., 1952),
82-93
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Appendix C: H(t) Versus Time t For Toluene
The following graphs are examples of typical H (t)
plots obtained in the solvent toluene for wavelengths of
5145 A and 4579 X and for angles ranging from 40 to 120
degrees.

This yields a range of x

((qRg )2 ) of from 2.0

to 33.
Note that as the scattering angle increases the
H(t) curve appears to "curve over" more rapidly.

It is

also worth noting that since the scattering volume is a
minimum at 90 degrees, the results are noisiest for this
data set.
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Figure 17.

H(t) vs. t. theta = 40°
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Figure 18.

H(t) vs. t. Theta = 50°
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Figure 19.

H(t) vs. t. theta = 60°
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Figure 20.

H ft) vs. t. theta = 70°
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Figure 21.

H(t) vs. t. theta = 80°
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Figure 22.

H(t) vs. t. theta = 90°
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Figure 23.

H (t> vs. t. theta = 100°
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Figure 24.

H(t) vs. t, theta = 110°
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Figure 25.

Hit) vs. t. theta = 120°
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